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Mr.R.SARAVANA KUMAR, Instrumentation Engineer, Chemin C&I Pvt.Ltd, 2015 Alumni 

discussed How to prepare for core companies and confidence needed to face interview, 

clear knowledge about the basics of Instrumentation, what are the opportunities for 

instrumentation Engineer on 20.2.2020. 

       

 

M.G.VISHNUVARDHAN, IoT Solutions Architect, KOP MERC 2012 Alumni. Conducted 

Two days’ workshop on Aurdino and Raspberry Pi on .03.2020&6.03.2020. 

    

 

 

 



Mr.S.Sudarson, Project Engineer, Honeywell Automation private limited 2017 batch interacted with 

third-year and second year students about the core company placements, their expectations and how 

to prepare themselves for the interview and motivated the students on 16.3.2020     

     

The department of Electronics and Instrumentation conducted a webinar on "What 
Next- The Million Dollor Question" on (18.05.2020). Speaker of the program is Mrs 
Sandhya Raj, Entrepreneur, USA( 2006 Batch Alumina).The session was very 
informative and she shared information about What is to be done after under 
graduation, about higher studies, entrepreneurship. 

 

 

The department of Electronics and Instrumentation conducted a webinar on “How to 
survive in this Competitive World “on (16.05.2020). Speaker of the program is 
S.SHARATH SRINIVAS (2018 batch), WLAN Developer, VVDN Technologies. Explained 
the importance of instrumentation in refineries, process industries, space missions. 



      

 

The department of  Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering had organised  a 
Carrier Guidance Program  for  Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering by our 
Aumni Students(2012 Batch) on 16.05.2020Mr. Saravanan Anbazhga Electrical 
Engineer, Thomas Jefferson National Awards Lab, USA & Mr. Raman SivaRama, Digital 
Systems Lead, Cytiva USA. Students could get insights on further study options and 
suitable  carrier pathway in industries. The detailed presentation and ideas to shape the 
career of  their Junior batch students  after  B.E graduation were given. Academic 
projects  were presented with Video demo and  the students were encouraged to  come 
up with new innovative concepts. 

       

 

 



The department of Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering had organised a 
Carrier for Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering by our Alumni Students (2014 
Batch) on 16.05.2020. Ms.P.Harini, Safety test Engineer, Prima Ricerca sviluppo S.R.L 
labs, Italy Students could get clear idea about choosing their professional and suitable 
carrier pathway in industries. The detailed presentation about what is Electronics and 
Instrumentation, scope, benefits and opportunities in core companies, foreign 
opportunity. 

 

 

 

 

The department of Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering conducted a 
webinar on Instrumentation in Real World on 20.05.2020 for school and polytechnic 
students. Speaker of today's program is Ms. Kyathi Davey, Technical support Engineer, 
HoneyWell Automation Pvt. Ltd. , EIE ALUMNI. The session was very interesting and she 
shared information about the role of instrumentation engineering and career 
opportunity for instrumentation engineer’s worldwide. 
 



 

 

The department of Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering of Easwari 
Engineeeing College conducted The Alumni Reunion virtual Meet 2020 was held on 
30th of May 2020 through Google meet.128 students registered for this event out of that 
100 students participated. The Meet started with the welcome speech delivered by Dr. 
Gunaselvi Manohar, Coordinator of alumni association. Then Dr. Usha Menon, Dean of 
alumni affairs addressed the gathering. Next, Mrs. Sandhya Raj, Entrepreneur, USA who 
belonged to 2006 passed out batch addressed the people. She motivated the alumni to 
encourage the  students to choose EIE and improvise admission in our college.  Then 
was the interaction session. Their was large number of participants from 
2002,2003,2004,2006,2007 batches. They shared their college memories and their 
experience over these years. They  expressed strongly that they are very much proud 
and happy to get their EIE degree from our Easwari Engineering College. Many stated 
that Instrumentation engineers are able to shine in various fields like power plant, 
chemical and fertilizer industries, Space research field, defence, Atomic research centre 
etc and EIE has always been an important part in the industry. They were really excited 
to meet some of their friends, seniors, juniors and staff after a long time. The Meet 
ended with vote of thanks. All the alumni bid bye hoping that they could meet someday. 



 

 

       

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


